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For n a positive integer, a group G is called core-n if HrH has order at most nG
for every subgroup H of G where H is the normal core of H, the largest normalG
.subgroup of G contained in H . It is proved that a finite core-p p-group G has a
normal abelian subgroup whose index in G is at most p2 if p / 2, which is the best
possible bound, and at most 26 if p s 2. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
< <Given a positive integer n, a group G is called core-n if HrH F n forG
every subgroup H of G, where H is the normal core of H in G. It isG
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w xshown in 1 that every locally finite group G with HrH finite for allG
w xsubgroups H is abelian-by-finite and is core-n for some n, and in 2 that
locally finite core-n groups have abelian subgroups of n-bounded index. It
is probably a very difficult problem to find good bounds for general n. The
aim of this paper is to give further consideration to finite core-p p-groups,
w xa theme begun in 7 . Among other things, it was shown there that, for odd
p, a group of this type is nilpotent of class at most 3 and has an abelian
normal subgroup of index at most p5. Examples were given which show
that there are core-p p-groups of class exactly 3 and that neither a nil-2 or
a nil-3 example need contain an abelian subgroup of index p. Example 1.2
w xof 7 does not mention this latter property, but it is very easy to see that it
.does indeed hold. In the present article we improve the above bound to
the best possible.
THEOREM 1. Let p be an odd prime and let G be a finite core-p p-group.
Then:
 .  .  .a for e¨ery x g G _ Z G , C x is abelian;G
 . 2b G has a normal abelian subgroup of index at most p .
 .  .Here Z G and C x denote the centre of G and the centralizer of xG
in G, respectively.
It is easy to see that there is no bound for the nilpotency class of a finite
core-2 2-group G, as the dihedral group of order 2 mq 1 has class exactly m
and is certainly core-2. One consequence is that it is more difficult to
decide that such a group G has an abelian subgroup of bounded index.
One might expect the prime 2 to be troublesome in this context, it being
the only prime p for which a p-group with all subgroups normal need not
be abelian. It turns out that all core-2 2-groups are metabelian, in
particular, locally finite, and have abelian Frattini subgroups. Note that
.groups here are not assumed to be locally finite. Also note that the
infinite locally dihedral 2-group is a non-nilpotent core-2 group, whereas
all locally finite core-p p-groups are nilpotent if p is an odd prime. Our
results on abelian subgroups of core-2 2-groups are as follows.
THEOREM 2. Let G be a core-2 2-group. Then G has a normal abelian
subgroup of index at most 26. If G is nilpotent of class 2, then G has a normal
abelian subgroup of index at most 28.
However, we point out that we know of no example of a core-2 2-group
in which there is no abelian subgroup of index less than or equal to 4, so
the bound given by Theorem 2 does not seem to be the best possible. The
proof of Theorem 2 involves, at a certain stage, information obtained by
 w x.using the computer package GAP see 12 . Actually, this could be
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 .avoided by a longer proof see the footnote to Lemma 2.8 . We have also
used GAP for looking for examples. This inspection has revealed that all
core-2 2-groups of order less than or equal to 28 have an abelian subgroup
of index at most 4.
Finally, we remark that Theorem 1 extends easily, via Mal'cev's local
theorem, to the case where the groups considered are locally finite.
w xHowever, the Tarski p-groups constructed by Ol'shanskii 11 for suffi-
ciently large p, are core-p, but not abelian-by-finite.
1. FINITE CORE-p p-GROUPS, p / 2
Throughout this section p is a prime. We shall require the following
results for the proof of Theorem 1. For the most part they will be used
without further reference.
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a finite core-p p-group, p being an odd prime. Then:
 .i G has nilpotency class at most 3;
 . Xii G is an elementary abelian p-group;
 . p  .iii G F Z G ;
 .iv if G has exponent p, then either G is abelian or G s A = B, where
< < 3A is abelian and B s p ;
 . < X <v G has a normal abelian subgroup of index G ;
 . <  . < 2vi g G F p .3
 .  . w x  .Proof. i and ii are given by the Theorem in 7 , while iii is an easy
w p x w x pw x p py1.r2  .consequence: If a, b g G, then a, b s a, b a, b, b s 1. iv
 . w x  .and v are just Lemmas 2.1 and 2.8 of 7 . For the proof of vi , we may
assume that G has class exactly 3. Then GrG p is nonabelian, and is
therefore of the form ArG p = BG prG p, where ArG p is abelian and B
 .  .  .  .is 2-generator, by iv . Since A F Z G , we see that g G s g B , a2 3 3
2-generator abelian group of exponent p. The result follows.
w xWe have already mentioned the example in 7 of a finite core-p p-group
 .of class exactly 3. Another such example for arbitrary p is obtained by
 :  :.  : 2setting G s a = c i b , where a has order p , both b and c have
order p, and the action of b is defined by ab s ac and cb s a pc. An easy
way of checking that G is indeed core-p is provided by
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LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a p-group and suppose that G has an abelian
< <subgroup A of index p. Then G is core-p if and only if HrH F p for allG
subgroups H of A.
Proof. Assuming the hypothesis on subgroups of A, let H be an
< <arbitrary subgroup of G. Then either H F A and hence HrH F p, orG
< <H: H l A s p and hence A l H 1 HA s G, which again gives
< <HrH F p.G
If p is any prime, G is a finite core-p p-group, and H is a subgroup of G
 .of order greater than p, then H / 1, and so H l Z G / 1. When H isG
  ..elementary abelian, this means that H s H l Z G = A, where A is a
subgroup of order at most p. This simple property will be used frequently
throughout the paper, without specific reference. The first instance is in
the proof of the following easy characterization of the property core-p,
which holds for all primes, and implies, in particular, that a finite p-group
is core-p if and only if every nontrivial subgroup of it has a maximal
subgroup which is normal in G.
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a finite p-group. Then G has the property core-p if
and only if e¨ery nontri¨ ial subgroup H of G has a maximal subgroup M such
w x  .that G, M F F H .
Proof. The condition on the subgroups clearly implies the property
core-p. Conversely, assume that G is core-p, and let 1 / H F G. We show
 .  p: pfirst that F H 1 G. By core-p, x 1 G for all x g G, hence H 1 G,
X p  . pand we are done if H F H . Otherwise, Lemma 1.1 iv yields that HrH
3  . p  .contains a nonabelian subgroup B of order p and that F H rH s Z B .
 p.  .  p.Again, by core-p, B l Z GrH / 1 and so Z B s B l Z GrH since
 .  .  .Z B has order p. This proves that F H 1 G. Now let H s HrF H
 .  .and G s GrF H . Then H s Z = A, where Z s H l Z G . By the
< <remark preceding this proof, A F p. The result is now clear.
Recall that the breadth of an element x of a finite p-group G is that
b <  . <number b such that p s G: C x . For finite core-p p-groups of nilpo-G
tency class 2, this equals the rank of the elementary abelian subgroup
w xG, x .
LEMMA 1.4. Let G be a finite nonabelian core-p p-group, p being an odd
prime. Then G has some noncentral element of breadth at most 2.
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X  .Proof. If G has class 3, then any element of G _ Z G has breadth at
 .most 2, as follows from Lemma 1.1 vi . Hence we may assume that G has
class 2. Assume that G has no noncentral elements of breadth at most 2
 .and let H be a nonabelian 2-generator subgroup of G. Then F H has
rank at most 3. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.3, there exists x g
 . w x  .  . w xH _ F H such that G, x F F H . Clearly, x f Z G , hence G, x and
 . p p n w xF H have rank 3. This implies x / 1. Then 1 / x g G, x for some
p n w x  :integer n, and so x s x, g for some g g G. The subgroup x, g is
nonabelian and has rank 2; substituting it for H, we get a contradiction.
 .Proof of Theorem 1. a Assuming the result false, we choose G to be a
counterexample of minimal order. Then G contains a noncentral element
x whose centralizer C is nonabelian. Since every subgroup of G properly
< <containing C is still a counterexample, G: C s p.
Note firstly that G has no abelian subgroups of index p for, if A were
 . :one such, then x f A since C / A, and thus C s C l A x , so we
would have the contradiction that C is abelian.
 .Let N be an arbitrary subgroup of Z G of order p. The centralizer of
X xN in GrN is either CrN or GrN, and so either C s N by the
< <. w x  .minimality of G or G, x s N. It follows that Z G has at most two
 .subgroups of order p, hence that Z G is cyclic. By the core-p property,
every abelian subgroup of G therefore has rank at most 2 since this is
true for every elementary abelian subgroup, as a special case of Lemma
. < X < 2 <  . <1.3 , in particular, G F p and g G F p.3
< X <  .If G has class 2, then G s p and Lemma 1.1 v gives an abelian
subgroup of index p, in contradiction to the remark in the second
< X < 2 <  . <paragraph of this proof. Thus G has class 3, G s p , and g G s p. It3
 X.follows that D s C G has index p in G and is not abelian. Note thatG
 . X p  . pF G s G G F Z D and that G is cyclic because it is central in G. We
p  p:  .claim that G s y for all y g D _ F G . Assume that this fails to hold
p p2  :  .for some such y. Then y g G . Write A s y F G ; then A is abelian
and A p s G p2. It follows that G p is a cyclic subgroup of maximal order in
A, so that A s G p = B where B p s 1. Since G has class 3, G p is
 . pnontrivial, and we see from Lemma 1.1 iv applied to GrG that
<  . p < < p < 2F G rG s p. But then ArG s p and hence A has rank 3 since B
has rank 2, a contradiction which establishes the claim. Again, by Lemma
 . p 2 <  . < 21.1 iv , the centre of GrG has index p and so GrZ G s p . Hence2
<  . <  .  .  .DrZ G s p and Z G / F G since D is not abelian . Now choose2 2
 .  .a g Z G _ F G and let b be an element of D which is independent of2
 . p pla modulo F G . The above claim yields a s b for some integer l not
 :divisible by p. Since a, b has class 2 at most and p is odd, we have
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 yl . p yl  .ab s 1. But ab is also in D _ F G and we have the contradiction
p  .G s 1. Hence a is proved.
 . w xb By a result of Gillam 4 , it is enough to prove that G has an
2  .abelian subgroup of index at most p . This is true by a and Lemma 1.4.
Theorem 1 is proved.
2. CORE-2 2-GROUPS
We begin by recording some elementary properties.
w 2 X xLEMMA 2.1. Let G be a core-2 group. Then G , G s 1. In particular,
G is metabelian.
 2:  2 .Proof. If x is an element of G, then x 1 G and so GrC x isG
w 2 X x X 2 Xabelian. Therefore G , G s 1. As G F G , then G is abelian.
Periodic core-2 groups are thus locally finite. Moreover, if G is any
core-2 group, then G2 is nilpotent of class 2 at most. In fact, G2 is abelian
we shall prove this for 2-groups, the general case being an easy conse-
.quence and not necessary to prove our results .
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a core-2 2-group. Then g G rg G andi iq1
 .  .Z G rZ G ha¨e exponent at most 2 for all i G 2.i iy1
Proof. It is enough to prove the result in the case that G has class 2. In
w x2this case, by Lemma 2.1, we have only to show that a, b s 1 for every
 :a, b g G. Hence there is no loss of generality in assuming that G s a, b
w x   4:  2: .and c s a, b has order 4 we may factor out c , since c 1 G ,
where the order of a is greater than or equal to that of b. At the expense
 .of passing to a quotient of G, we may also assume that Z G is cyclic.
m  .Note that no element of the form x s a b m g N can have order less
2  . 2than 8; otherwise, x g Z G by the core-2 property and c s 1.
4 4  . 4 4lAs a , b g Z G , we have b s a for some l g N. Then
4 6yl y4l 4 yl 2 lw xa b s a b b , a s c . .
Therefore l is odd, so that a and b have the same order. Replacing b with
ayl b, we get that a and b have order 8. In particular, a4 s b4 s c2, so
2 2 w 2 2 x  2 2 :that a c and b c have order 2. As a c, b c s 1, V s a c, b c ( V ,4
 .the elementary abelian group of order 4. Clearly, V l Z G s 1, which is
impossible by the core-2 property. The proof is complete.
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We now concentrate on core-2 2-groups of class 2, in order to show that
such a group has an abelian subgroup of bounded index. Lemma 2.2 allows
us to use the argument of the proof of Lemma 1.4 to obtain:
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a nilpotent core-2 2-group of class 2. Then G has
some noncentral element of breadth at most 2.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a nilpotent core-2 2-group of class 2. If
<  . <GrZ G F 16, then G has an abelian subgroup of index at most 4.
Proof. Since G is not abelian, it contains a noncentral element x of
  .: < <breadth at most 2. Let A s x, Z G . Then either G: A F 4 or A -
 .  .C A s C x . In either case the result follows.G G
 .Before proceeding, we give an example which shows that Theorem 1 a
 .and Lemma 1.1 v fail to hold for core-2 2-groups, even if the commutator
 .subgroup has order 2 and, in particular, G has nilpotency class 2 .
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let G be the central product of D ( D and Q ( Q ,8 8
the dihedral and the quaternion groups of order 8, respectively. Then G is
core-2. In order to prove this by contradiction, suppose that H F G and
< < XHrH ) 2. Then H l Q s 1, because G g H, hence H ( V . Let x beG 4
 :a noncentral element of order 2 in D. Then K s H l Q x has order 2,
 .  .  :and we get the contradiction H F C K s C x s Q x . Therefore GG G
is core-2.
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G. If M is abelian, then N s M l Q
 .  .is a maximal subgroup of Q, Moreover, M s C N , as N g Z G . ButG
 .D F C N ; hence M cannot be abelian. This shows that G has noG
abelian subgroups of index 2. Hence e¨ery noncentral element g of G has
 .nonabelian centralizer which is not even a Dedekind group if g g Q .
The above group is essentially the only kind of counterexample to
 .Lemma 1.1 v for p s 2, as is shown by the next lemma.
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a nilpotent core- 2-group of class 2.
 . < X <i If G s 2, then G has an abelian subgroup of index 4 at most.
 .Moreo¨er, if G has no abelian subgroup of index 2, then there exists N F Z G
such that GrN is isomorphic to the central product of D and Q ;8 8
 . < X < < X <ii if G ) 2, then G has an abelian subgroup of index G .
Proof. We may assume that G is finite. We may also factor out a
normal subgroup of G maximal with respect to avoiding GX. Suppose first
< X <that G s 2. Then all proper quotients of G are abelian, while G is not.
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w xNilpotent groups with the latter property are described in 10 . We get
w xfrom 10 that G is a central product of groups of the following types:
ny 1 2n 2 2 2< w x w xN 2 s a, b , z a s b s z , z s a, b , a, b s 1 , : .
n < 2 2 2
n 2 ny 1w x w x w xM 2 s a, b , z a s b s z s 1 s a, z s b , z , z s a, b . : .
 .  n.Clearly, N 2 ( Q and M 2 is isomorphic to the central product of D8 8
n  .and a cyclic group of order 2 . With the exception of N 2 , each group of
 n.  n.  2 ny 1y1type N 2 or M 2 has a noncentral element of order 2 for ab is
 n. .  n.  n.one such in N 2 if n ) 1 . All groups N 2 and M 2 have an abelian
subgroup of index 2. Hence we may assume that there is more than one
factor in the central decomposition of G. Assume that two factors, say U
and V, are not isomorphic to Q . Then there exist noncentral elements8
 :u g U and ¨ g V both of order 2, so that u, ¨ is isomorphic to V and4
 .intersects Z G trivially, a contradiction. Since the central product of two
copies of Q is isomorphic to the central product of two copies of D , we8 8
also get that at most one of the factors is isomorphic to Q . Thus G is8
isomorphic to the central product of Q and a group H, of type either8
 n.  .  n.N 2 n ) 1 or M 2 . In the former case, G would also be isomorphic
to the central product of D and H, which is impossible by the above,8
 n.hence H ( M 2 . If n ) 1, then H contains a subgroup isomorphic to
 .  .Q , which again gives rise to a contradiction. Thus H ( M 2 ( D , and i8 8
is proved.
 . < X <In order to prove ii , consider now the case where G s 4. By Lemma
2.2, GX ( V . Let A, B, and C be its subgroups of order 2. If two of the4
quotients of G modulo A, B, and C have abelian subgroups of index 2,
say HrA and KrB, then H l K is abelian and has index 4 at most in G.
Hence we may assume that GrA and GrB have no abelian subgroups of
 .index 2. By applying i to GrA and GrB, we get that if N and L are
normal subgroups of G maximal subject to the conditions N l GX s A
and L l GX s B, then GrN and GrL are isomorphic to the central
< < < <product of D and Q . In particular, N s L . Moreover, since, by our8 8
assumptions, every nontrivial normal subgroup of G intersects GX nontriv-
ially, N l L s 1, and G has exponent 4. From GX s A = B, we get
X  . X  .G L l N s AL l N s A L l N s A and G N l L s B. As Z GrN s
X  . X  . X XG NrN and Z GrL s G LrL, we therefore have Z G s G N l G L s
GX. By the remark preceding Lemma 1.3, this implies that the abelian
subgroups of G have rank at most 3 and order at most 25. Since, by
< <induction on G , we may assume that G has an abelian subgroup of index
< < 8 < < < <8, this yields G F 2 . Hence N F 8, because GrN s 32. Moreover, by
<  . < < X <Corollary 2.4, we may assume that GrZ G ) 16 s GrNG , hence
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< < < < < < 7 < <  .N ) 2. If N s 4, then G s 2 and G: N = L s 8; and NL - C NL ,G
because all elements of N and L have breadth at most 1 in G, as follows
w x X w x  .from N, G F N l G s A and L, G F B. Hence C NL contains anG
< <abelian subgroup of index 4 in G. Thus we may assume that N s 8 and
< < 8 < <hence that G s 2 . As G: NL s 4, we may also assume that at least one
 .of N and L, say L, is not abelian. Let V s C L . Since L is generated byG
 . < <two elements of breadth 1 in G and B s Z L , we get G: V s 4 and
hence G s VL. Thus VrB ( GrL. Suppose first that N is also not
abelian. Since, as remarked above, the central product of two copies of D8
is not core-2, the groups Q = Q and D = D are not core-2. Thus,8 8 8 8
without loss of generality, L ( D and N ( Q . Therefore VrB is the8 8
w xcentral product of NBrB ( Q and a subgroup SrB ( D . Clearly, S, N8 8
 .F B l N s 1, and so S F U l V, where U s C N . As U l V sG
 .C NL has index 16 in G, it follows that S s U l V. Analogously, UrAG
is the central product of LArA and SrA ( Q . Let xB be a noncentral8
element of order 2 in SrB. Then x 2 / 1, because G9rA is the only
 :subgroup of order 2 of SrA and x f G9. It follows that NL x rC is
isomorphic to the central product of Q , D , and a cyclic group of order 4,8 8
 .  .that is, in the notation of the proof of part i , of Q and M 4 , which is8
not core-2, a contradiction recall that C is the subgroup of G9 of order 2
.such that A / C / B . Suppose now that N is abelian. Assume that GrC
has no abelian subgroups of index 2. Then there exists KrC 1 GrC such
that GrK ( GrN. Hence we can complete the proof by substituting K for
 .L or N in the above argument according to whether or not K is abelian .
Therefore we can assume that G has a maximal subgroup M such that
M X s C. Since LX s B, we have L g M and so we may choose x g L _ M.
 . w xThen T s C x has index at most 4 in G, as L, G s B has order 2.M
 . w xFurthermore, TrC F Z GrC . Now T , L F C l L s 1. Thus T s V and
X w xso V F C. It follows that N, V F N l C s 1. This is a contradiction,
because the centre of VrB ( GrL has order 2. This completes the proof
< X <in the case G s 4.
< X <Let us consider next the case G s 8. The proof is similar but consider-
ably shorter than in the previous case. Since GX is elementary abelian, an
easy argument allows us to assume that GrH has no abelian subgroups of
index 2 for any H - GX. Let A and B be two different maximal subgroups
X  .of G and let C s A l B. By i there exist normal subgroups N and L of
G such that A F N, B F L, and GrN and GrL are isomorphic to the
 . Xcentral product of Q and D . As before, this yields that Z GrC s G rC.8 8
In particular, every abelian subgroup of GrC has order at most 25,
because of the core-2 property. As GrC has an abelian subgroup of index
< < 7 < <4, by the above part of the proof, GrC F 2 and so NrA F 2. If N s A,
< X <then GrG s 16, and G has an abelian subgroup of index 8, as required.
 : X X :Otherwise, N s A u for some u f G , and G u is an abelian subgroup
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<  . < w x Xof index 16. As G: C u F 4, because N, G F N l G s A, we get anG
abelian subgroup of index 8 in this case as well.
< X < nFinally, suppose that G s 2 ) 8 and argue by induction on n. If N is
a subgroup of GX of order 4, then, by induction, GrN has an abelian
ny2 < X <subgroup HrN of index 2 . Now H F 4, hence H has an abelian
< X <subgroup of index 4. The latter has index G in G. The proof is complete.
 .As already remarked Example 2.5 , the centralizers of the noncentral
elements of a finite core-2 2-group are more difficult to deal with than
 .those of a finite core-p p-group p odd , even for groups of nilpotency
class 2. In the general case, the next example shows that centralizers of
noncentral elements of a finite core-2 2-group can have arbitrary nilpo-
tency class.
EXAMPLE 2.7. For any positive integer n, set
< 2 2
n 4 2 x y1 y 1q2 nw x :G s a, x , y x s a , x s y s x , y s 1, a s a , a s a .
 :Then G is the split extension of the generalized quaternion group a, x
 :   2:by y and is core-2 as Gr x is core-2 and subgroups of G not
2 .  .  2 :containing x have order 2 at most ; C y contains a , x , a generalizedG
quaternion group of order 2 nq1.
Despite these examples, in order to find abelian subgroups of small
index, we may still ask whether the centralizer of a noncentral element of
a finite core-2 2-group always has an abelian subgroup of index 2. This is
indeed the case when the group has class 2.
 .LEMMA 2.8. Let G be a core-2 2-group of class 2 and let x g G _ Z G .
 .Then C s C x has an abelian subgroup of index 2.G
Proof. By the Mal'cev Local Theorem we may assume that G is finite.
Let us also assume that G is a counterexample of minimal possible order.
< <Then it is clear that G : C s 2. This yields:
 .i G has no abelian subgroups of index 4. Indeed let A be an
< <abelian subgroup of index 4 in G. If x g A, then A F C and C : A s 2, a
 . :contradiction. If not, then C l A x is abelian and has index at most 2
in C, again a contradiction.
 .  . 2  . 2 : 2  .ii Z G s G and Z C s G x . By Lemma 2.1, G F Z G
2 :  .  . 2 :and G x F Z C . Assume that there exists g g Z C _ G x . Let
2  : 2 2 2KrG be a complement of g G rG in GrG such that x g K. As
 . < < < <  .x f Z K and K - G we have that C x has an abelian subgroup ofK
   .index 2 and thus the same is true of C s g C x , a contradiction. ThusK
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2 :  . 2  .  . <  . 2 <G x s Z C . Since G F Z G - Z C and Z C rG s 2, we also get
 . 2Z G s G .
 .  2 .iii C9 s G9 s Soc G has order 8, and C has an abelian subgroup
of index 4. If N is a normal subgroup of G and N l G9 s 1, then
 .CrN s C xN has no abelian subgroup of index 2. Hence N s 1 byG r N
< <  2 .the minimality of G . That and Lemma 2.2 show that G9 s Soc G . We
 . < <know from step i and Lemma 2.6 that G9 G 8. Let N and N be any1 2
w xtwo different subgroups of order 2 of G9, both different from G, x . For
each i, CrN is the centralizer of xN in GrN and so it has an abeliani i i
subgroup of index 2, say M rN . Then N s M X and A s M l M isi i i i 1 2
 :abelian and of index 4 in C. Now M s A u for suitable u , andi i i
X Xw x: w x:C9 s M M u , u s N N u , u . This shows that G9 coincides with1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
C9 and has order 8, as claimed.
 .iv G has exponent 4. Let N be a maximal subgroup of G9 not
w x  .containing G, x . Then CrN s C xN has an abelian subgroup ofG r N
index 2. Since CrN is not abelian, by an argument already used in the
  . .proof of Theorem 1 and also in step i in this proof this yields that GrN
has no abelian subgroups of index 2. Let K be a normal subgroup of G,
 .maximal subject to G9 l K s N. Lemma 2.6 i gives that GrK is isomor-
phic to the central product of D and Q , in particular G4 F K. The8 8
w xintersection of all maximal subgroups of G9 not containing G, x is plainly
trivial, hence the intersection of all possible subgroups K obtained as
  ..above intersects G9 trivially, and hence is itself trivial see step iii . Thus
G4 s 1.
 . < < 8 2  .  . 2v G s 2 and G9 s G s Z G . Step iv yields that G is ele-
 .  . 2  .mentary abelian; by ii and iii we get G9 s G s Z G . Of course G9
w xhas six subgroups of order 2 different from G, x , say N , . . . , N . The1 6
 .proof of iii gives that C has six maximal subgroups, say M , . . . , M , such1 6
that M X s N for each i. Fix i / j and let A s M l M . Then A isi i i j
< <  .  .abelian and M : A s 2, which yields Z M F A F M . Thus Z M isi i j i
contained in D s M l M l ??? l M . Since D is contained in six differ-1 2 6
< <ent maximal subgroups of C, certainly C : D G 8. This implies that
B s M l M is an abelian maximal subgroup of M different from A, fori k i
 .some index k, and M s AB. Hence Z M s A l B has index 4 in M ,i i i
 . < <  .and so D s Z M . Thus C : D s 8, and of course, D F Z C , and iti
<  . <  . < <follows that CrZ C s 8. From step ii and since G : C s 2 we get
< < 8G s 2 .
 . 8vi Conclusion. Inspecting with GAP every group of order 2 and
exponent 4 whose derived subgroup has order 8 and coincides with the
centre and which has the property core-2, one finds that there are just 14
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such groups, and that each has an abelian subgroup of index 4. This is a
 .  .  . 1contradiction by steps i , iv , and v . The proof is complete.
The previous lemma easily implies Theorem 2 for groups of nilpotency
class at most 3.
COROLLARY 2.9. Let G be a core-2 2-group. If G is nilpotent of class 2
 .  6.resp. 3 then it has an abelian normal subgroup of index at most 8 resp. 2 .
Proof. If G has class 2 the statement follows immediately from Lemma
 .2.3 and Lemma 2.8. If G has class 3 let L s g G . Then GrL has an3
< <abelian subgroup VrL such that G : L F 8. Since V has class 2 at most, it
w xcontains an abelian subgroup of index at most 8. This and 4 give the
result.
We now turn our attention to the core-2 2-groups of class bigger than 3.
We can obtain relevant information on the structure of these groups by
analyzing the automorphisms induced by conjugation on certain normal
abelian subgroups.
Let B be an abelian subgroup of the core-2 2-group G and let A s B2.
It is clear that every subgroup of A is normal in G. This can be expressed
by saying that G induces by conjugation a group of power automorphisms
on A. In our case these are exactly the automorphisms of A of the form
p  w x.a ¬ a , where p is a 2-adic unit see, for instance, 8, Proposition 6.4.8 .
 .  .If we further assume that GrC A has exponent 2, we get that GrC AG G
has order at most 4, because the nontrivial power automorphisms of A of
order at most 2 are the maps x ¬ x t, where t s y1 if the exponent of A
is at most 4 or infinite, and t s y1, or 1 q 2 ny1, or y1 q 2 ny1, where
2 n s exp A, otherwise.
 X .2 .LEMMA 2.10. Let G be a core-2 2-group and let C s C G . Then CG
 X.2has index at most 2 in G. Moreo¨er, for e¨ery x g G _ C and a g G ,
ax s ay1.
X  X.2Proof. Since G is abelian, every subgroup of A [ G is normal in
G. Moreover, GrC has exponent at most 2 by Lemma 2.1. Assume that
the lemma is false. Then, by the preceding remarks, GrC has order at
most 4 and the exponent 2 n of A is finite and bigger than 4. Moreover,
there exists an element x g G mapping each a g A to al, where l s "1
ny1 w xq 2 and is independent of a. We claim that x, G has exponent less
n w xthan or equal to 2 for all such x. Let g g G and let b s x, g . As
w 2 X x w 2 x  2 . x 2 l xG , G s 1, we have x , b s 1. Since b s b , it follows that b s
l X  2:b c for some c g G of order at most 2. Moreover, x 1 G and
1  .After the submission of this paper, the authors have written down a proof of step vi
which avoids the use of computer calculation, but not one short enough to fit here.
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w 2 x x lq1  4:x , g s b b s b c belongs to x . Hence c is the square of an
 2 :  :element of the abelian subgroup x , b , and so c 1 G, that is, c g
 .Z G . This yields
x2 2 2x l l x lb s b s b c s b cc s b . .
As n ) 2, we get b2
n s 1, which proves our claim.
w x w xyy w xNow let y g C. Then the above shows that y, g s x, g xy, g has
n w  : xorder at most 2 for every g g G. Hence C x , G has exponent at most
n <  : < X w  : x2 . But G: C x F 2, and so G s C x , G , which is a contradiction
since the exponent of GX is 2 nq1. The proof is complete.
 . 2PROPOSITION 2.11. Let G be a core-2 2-group. Then F G s G is
abelian.
 X.2 . w X x2 w X.2 x  .Proof. Let C s C G . Then G , C s G , C s 1, hence g CG 3
 X.4has exponent 2 at most and C s 1 by Lemma 2.2. Now let c, d g C.
Then
22 c 2 c 2 42w x w x w x w x w x w xc , d s c, d c, d s c, d c, d s c, d s 1. .
w 2 x  2: w 2 x  . w 2 2 xAs c , d g c 1 G, then c , d g Z G . Therefore c , d s 1. This
shows that C 2 is abelian. Now let x g G _ C. For all g g G, we have
w x2 x w xy2 w 2 x w x xw xx, g s x, g by Lemma 2.10, hence x , g s x, g x, g has order
w 2 x  . w 2 x  2: w 2 2 xat most 2. Thus x , g g Z G as x , g g x 1 G, and so x , g s 1.
This completes the proof.
We can now improve Lemma 2.10 to
 4.LEMMA 2.12. Let G be a core-2 2-group and let C s C G . Then:G
 .  X.2 .   .. < <i C s C G s C g G and GrC F 2;G G 3
 . 8 x y1 4ii for e¨ery x g G _ C, x s 1 and a s a for all a g G .
4  2 .2Proof. By Proposition 2.11, every subgroup of G s G is normal in
G. Let us prove that ax s ay1 for all a g G4 and x g G _ C. If this is not
the case, then there exists x g G _ C such that ax s al for all a g G4,
where l s "1 q 2 ny3 and the exponent of G is 2 n ) 16, as in the proof
of Lemma 2.10. Let g be an element of order 2 n in G. Then g 2 x s g 2 lc,
2  2:  .where c s 1 and c g g 1 G. Therefore c g Z G . Proposition 2.11
w 2 2 xyields g , x s 1. Thus
2 x 2 2lx2 2 2 l 2 x 2 l l 2 lg s g s g c s g c s g c c s g , .  .  .
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and so 2 ny1 divides l2 y 1 s "2 ny2 q 22 ny3.. Since n G 5 this is impos-
sible. Thus ax s ay1 for all a g G4 and x g G _ C. In particular, x 4 s
y4 8 < <x , and so x s 1 and GrC F 2. We are left to prove that C coincides
 X.2 .   ..  X.2  . 4with C G and C g G . Since G F g G F G , we only have toG G 3 3
4  .  X.2  .  X .2show that G F Z G if G F Z G . If G is central, then, arguing as
 X.4 w 4 x w 2 x2in the proof of Proposition 2.11, we get G s 1 and c , d s c , d s
w x4 4  .c, d s 1 for all c, d g G, hence G F Z G , as required. The proof is
complete.
 4.Lemma 2.12 immediately yields that C G is nilpotent of class at mostG
3. We shall improve this result and show that the class is 2 at most unless
 4.   4.C G s G Example 2.7 provides core-2 2-groups for which C G hasG G
.class 2 . A description of those core-2 2-groups which have nilpotency class
bigger than 3 or which are non-nilpotent can be obtained from Lemma
2.12 together with the following elementary and doubtless well-known
lemma:
LEMMA 2.13. Let H be a proper subgroup of a group G. Assume that
x 2 s 1 for all x g G _ H. Then H is abelian, and either G is an elementary
 : 2 x y1abelian 2-group or G s H i x , where x s 1 and h s h for all h g H.
 .2 2 x xProof. Let h g H and x g G _ H. As 1 s xh s x h h s h h, we
get h x s hy1. The result follows.
 .COROLLARY 2.14. Let G be a nilpotent core-2 2-group such that g G / 14
  ..and let C s C g G . Then there exists a normal subgroup N of G suchG 3
that:
 . X 2  . 4i C F N F G l Z G and N s 1;2
x y1 .  :ii GrN s CrN i x , where x has order 2 and c s c for all
c g CrN.
Proof. Let N be the subgroup consisting of all elements of order at
2  . 8most 4 in G l Z G . Let x g G _ C. Since x s 1 by Lemma 2.12 and2
 2: 2x 1 G, it is clear that x g N. The result follows now from Lemma
2.13.
 .LEMMA 2.15. Let G be a core-2 2-group such that g G / 1 and let4
  .. X  .C s C g G . Then the exponent of C is greater than 8 and C F Z G .G 3
Proof. Let 2 n be the exponent of C and assume for a contradiction
 4:that n F 3. Then, for all c g C, the subgroup c is normal and has
4  . 4  .order 2 at most, hence c g Z G . On the other hand, x g Z G for all
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 . 4  .x g G _ C by Lemma 2.12 ii , so that G F Z G and C s G, a contradic-
tion. Hence C 8 / 1. Moreover, for all a, b g C, we have
22 b 24 2 2 2 4 4w x w xab s ab s a b b , a s a b b , a , .  . .  .
2 w X.2 x  .because C is abelian and C , C s 1 by Lemma 2.12 i . Thus the map
c ¬ c8 is an endomorphism of C, and C is generated by its elements of
maximal order.
X  .To prove that C F Z G , we may clearly assume that G is finite.
Assuming the result is false, let us choose G to be a counterexample of
 .minimal order. Let A be an arbitrary subgroup of order 2 of Z G . Then
 .  < < .either GrA has class 3, and so A s g G , or since GrC s 2 CrA s4
  .. X  .  < <.C g GrA and C ArA F Z GrA by the minimality of G , so thatG r A 3
w X x  .A s C , G . This shows that Z G has no more than two subgroups of
 . 2order 2, hence Z G is cyclic. Since G is abelian, the property core-2
yields that G2 is the direct product of two cyclic subgroups, one of which
n has order at most 2. If c is any element of C of order 2 which is the
 .. 2  2:  :exponent of G by Lemma 2.12 ii , it follows that G s c = u for
some element u such that u2 s 1.
X  2 < :We know from Lemma 2.13 that C F N s x x g G _ C . Assume
that C has nilpotency class at most 2. Then CX has exponent 2 by Lemma
X 2 < X < X  2 .2.2. As C F G , we have either C s 2 or C s Soc G . In the former
X  . 2 X 2:case, C F Z G and we are done; in the latter case, G s C c and so
w 2 x nG , c s 1 for every element c of order 2 in C. As C is generated by
w 2 x 2such elements, G , C s 1. Therefore, for any x g G _ C, we have x g
 .  :  . X  .Z G as G s C x ; hence N F Z G and C F Z G in this case as well.
X  . nThis shows that C g Z C , and we can choose an element c of order 2 in
w X x XC such that c, C / 1. Since C F N there exists x g G _ C such that
w 2 x 8  2:  2 .c y2x , c / 1. As x s 1 and x 1 G, it is clear that x s x and x
4  . 4 2 ny 1  .has order 8. Moreover, x g Z G and x s c because Z G is cyclic.
2 2 ny 2  2 ny 2Let u s x c . Then u has order 2 because n ) 3 and c centralizes
2 . 2  2:  :x and G s c = u .
We claim that every element of C has the form acl, where a2 s 1 and
l g N. To prove this, recall that b g C ¬ b8 g C is an endomorphism,
8  8:  :hence, since G s c , we have C s D c , where D is the subgroup
consisting of all elements of order at most 8 in C. Let a g D. As
4  2:  :.2  4: 4 4lG s c = u s c , we have a s c for some l g N. More-
8 l 8 w 2 x2 w 4 xover, 2 divides l, because c s a s 1. Since C , C s C , C s 1, we
 l.4 4 4lw l x2therefore get that ac s a c c , a s 1. Thus every element of C is
the product of an element of order at most 4 and a power of c. Finally, let
a g C have order 4. Then a2 generates the socle of the centre of G, hence
2 2 ny 1  2 ny 2 .2 2 ny 2 4  .a s c , so that ac s 1 as n ) 3 and c g C F Z C . This
proves our claim.
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w X xIn order to get the contradiction c, C s 1, it will therefore be enough
w x  .to prove that c, a g Z G for all elements a of order 2 in C. Assume that
 2 .this fails to hold for some such a. Since Soc G ( V , we have4
w  2 .x  4: 2 w x  :C, Soc G s x , so that certainly a f G . If u, a s 1, then u, a (
 :  .V and u, a l Z G s 1, in contradiction to the core-2 property. As4
 2 . w x 4 w 2 x 4 2 y2 ny 2u g Soc G we get u, a s x and so x , a s x as x s uc and
y2 ny 2  .  2 .a y2 w xc g Z C , hence x s x . Let us now compute c, a . By Corol-
lary 2.14, CX is contained in the subgroup of all elements g of G2 such that
4 X  2 : w x 2 l mg s 1, that is, C F x , u . Thus c, a s x u for some l, m g N.
Then
a2 2 l m 2 l m 2 l m y2 l m 4m 4mw x1 s c, a s x u x u s x u x u x s x , .
w x 2 l w x  4:  .hence 2 divides m and c, a s x . Since c, a f x F Z G , we get
w x " 2 w 2 x  2 .c y2c, a s x and so c , a s 1 since x s x . The next move is to
work out c x and ax. To avoid repetitions, we will do it simultaneously,
x 2 w x 4 w 2 xworking out d where d is either c or ac . We have u, d s x s d, x .
 .  2 ny 2 . x y2 ny 2 w x 4Lemma 2.12 ii yields c s c , and it follows that u, x s x , so
 :that A s u, xd is abelian. By Lemma 1.3, A has a maximal subgroup M
w x 2  .2: 4 w x w 2 x w 2 xsuch that M, G F A s xd . Since x s u, x s xd, x s uxd, x
and since M certainly contains one of u, xd, and uxd, we get that
4  .2:  .2 x 4  .2x g xd . Hence xd / 1, and, setting ¨ s d d, either x s xd s
2 4  .4 4 2  .4  .4x ¨ or x s xd s x ¨ , according as to whether xd s 1 or xd / 1
  .8 .  .4 4 4 2recall that xd s 1 by Lemma 2.12 . Assume xd / 1. Then x s x ¨ ,
2  : 2that is, ¨ s 1. Let B s u, ¨ . Then B F G , hence B is elementary
 .  .abelian. As u f Z G , core-2 implies that either ¨ or u¨ belongs to Z G .
However, the relations
dx xw x w x w x¨ , d s d d , d s d , d ,
w x y1 x y1 yx x 2 x y1 yx 4 x 4 w x x¨ , x s ¨ ¨ s d d d d s d d dx d s x d , d ,
¨ d4 xw x w x w x w xu¨ , d s u , d ¨ , d s x d , d ,
¨ xw x w x w x w xu¨ , x s u , x ¨ , x s d , d
show that neither ¨ nor u¨ can be central in G. This contradiction proves
 .4 4 2 2 x 2 y1that xd s 1 and hence x s x ¨ . Therefore x s ¨ , that is, d s x d .
x 2 y1  2 . x 2 2 .y1 2 y2 2 w 2 xThus c s x c and ac s x ac s x ac as a s 1 s a, c .
 2 . x 4 y2w y1 2 xcy1 4 y2 4From the former equality, we also get c s x c c , x s x c x
y2 x y2  2 . x 2 y2 w x  2 .a y2s c . Hence a c s ac s x ac , and so a, x s x s x .
 :  .2 2 .2 2 xConsider the subgroup H s a, uxc . Since uxc s u xc s x c c s
4 w x 4 y2w x  4: 2  4:x and uxc, a s x x c, a g x , we have H s x . On the other
w x  4: w x 4w x  : w x  :hand, a, c f x , uxc, x s x c, x f x and auxc, x f x as
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w x y2a, x s x . This is a contradiction by Lemma 1.3. The lemma is now
proved.
 . w xThe last lemma, together with Corollary 2.9, Lemma 2.12 i , and 4 ,
completes the proof of Theorem 2.
 .Finally, we briefly discuss the rather strong information on the struc-
ture of core-2 2-groups of nilpotency class more than 3 obtained in
Corollary 2.14. In view of Lemma 2.15 and in the notation of Corollary
2.14, one could ask whether N can be replaced by a central subgroup, that
 .is, whether GrZ G must be isomorphic to the semidirect product of an
abelian group by the subgroup generated by the inverting automorphism.
This is not the case, as is shown by the group
c16 8 4 x 2 y1 2 y2<G s c, x c s 1, c s x , c s x c , x s x . : .
 .  4:Indeed, this is a core-2 group of order 64 and class 4, Z G s x , and
 .the factor group GrZ G has only one abelian subgroup of index 2,
 2 :  .namely x , c rZ G , on which x does not act as a power automorphism.
To show that G is core-2, observe first:
LEMMA 2.16. Let X be finite 2-group and assume that X has a 2-generator
abelian subgroup A of index 2. Then X is core-2 if and only if all subgroups of
A2 are normal in X.
Proof. If X is core-2 it is clear that all subgroups of A2 are normal in
X. Conversely, assume that the latter condition holds. By Lemma 1.2, to
< <check that X is core-2, it is enough to prove that HrH F 2 for allX
H F A. Assume that this fails to be true for some H F A. Then H l A2 F
< 2 < < 2 < 2 2H , hence HrH l A G 4. But ArA s 4, so that A s HA . As A sX
 .F A , we get H s A. This contradiction proves the lemma.
Now let G be the group defined above and consider first the quotient
 .  2 :  .GrZ G . Its subgroup A s x , c rZ G is abelian and of index 2, and
2  2:  .A s c rZ G is normal in G, because
x y1c2 4 y2 y1 2 4 y2 4 y2w xc s x c c , x s x c x s c , .
 .so that Lemma 2.16 applies to show that GrZ G is core-2. Assume for a
< < 4 8contradiction that HrH ) 2 for some H F G. Then x s c does notG
 : < <belong to H by the above. Therefore H l c s 1, and so H s 4 and
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 : lG s H c . In particular, h s xc g H for some l g N. If l is even, say
l s 2m, we get
x22 2 m 2 2 m 2 m 2h s xc s x c c s x ; .  .
w 2 x x w 2 2 y1 xif l is odd, say l s 2m q 1, since c , c s c , x c s 1 we get
x22 2 m 2 2 m 2 m 2 x 2 2 y1 4h s xc c s x c c c c s x c c s x x c c s x . .  .
Thus, in either case, we get the contradiction x 4 g H. This proves that G
is core-2.
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